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Love the style, cute and amusing dialogue and vast levels of customisation in this chibi third person game. Make your loli or
shota and adorn them with the best outfits, weapons and badges to help them through their adventures alone or with a friend!
8D. I bought this game on a whim since it was cheap, but I have to say I am simply blown away by the quality. Levels are
challenging but fair, the pixel art is great, and the soundtrack is superb. This is easily one of the best indie games I have ever
played, and for $3 it is an absolute steal! I cannot recommend this enough.. This is the most incredible puzzle game of all time.
Do not listen to Ryan Case, he's a moron. this game sucks there is no manual and I was unable to even get something from the
inventory. Brutal yet surprisngly fun game

There isn't much platforming per say, most of the gameplay consists of dodging enemy fire (like in SHMUPs) and avoiding
deadly obstacles. Game is pretty brutal, there is a health system but you get killed in 2-3 hits, spikes and botomless pits are
instant death, and health pickups are placed behind additional obstacles. At the same time it feels very fair, there are no
untelegraphed or undodgeable attacks. It still takes some time to figure out enemy or level mechanics (each level has different
sprites for deadly spikes, which can be somewhat unexpected). Levels aren't too long and usually have 2 checkpoints so you
won't lose too much time by dying.

There is a good variety in level mechanics, almost every level has an interesting gimmick. For example, there is an underwater
level where all jumps are higher, or a DDR-themed level where all projectiles are move hints you should press to avoid damage.
Same goes for enemies, they have mechanical differences instead of stat differences.

Visually game is nothing special, it looks OK though a few times it's hard to tell which object is a spike or an enemy until you
touch it, but it's not much of a big deal. Music is actually quite fitting and enjoyable. There is no plot.

No controller support. Keyboard controls are tight, but I wish the game didn't stay too true to old two-button controller
scheme. Later in the game you get a dash ability which is used by pressing Jump + Shoot + Move at the same time and
timely use of it is quite vital in some places, but it takes time to get used to the combination. Also there are no buttons
for specific weapons, so weapon switch takes time. It's not much of a big deal until you get to level rush (optional bonus
level).

Took me around 6 hours to beat. For current price quite a steal as long as you like these kinds of games.. plenty of
playing enough in the free version it's time to look at paid. what do we have in the end? are there any major changes?
here they are not and it pleases, because you know exactly what product you will receive and you can weigh whether it
is worth paying for it. my opinion is worth it. slightly improved gameplay aspects, as well as graphics give a little more
fun with the game. maybe it's a placebo effect, but I bought and do not regret buying, and in the future I plan to
purchase Bulletproof Act 2. I recommend buying virtual reality helmets for the holders of virtual reality helmets and
only for them not to play without it.
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This game is MUCH better than the prequel, seriously, don't bother getting QoS 1. Queen of Seas 2 is an almost mario like
platformer with some upgrades reminiscent of the late 00s flash games. The story is kind of meh, but its got an overworld and a
few quests that are fun little things. Plainly, this game has content, and while not an amazing game, it's entertaining enough to
warrant playing. If you are into trying new indie platformers, for $1 I think you might like it.

I didn't enjoy the grinding for all the gear, but at the same time, you're able to beat the levels without the gear. The only
complaint I have is that the game starts you off SO SLOW, but once you get the upgrades you're golden. This is a show of
progress from the dev and I commend them for this. The game is original and someone put work and effort into making it, and
it shows.. To preface, I'm a huge fan of the game, but the DLC tracks are... frustrating to say the least.This is an unpopular
opinion, but my impression of the new tracks is that they are... anti-fun. I found myself
more\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off playing in Europa, and then Neptune through two sittings than I
was cummulatively through all sixty hours I've spent on the original tracks. Beautiful control mechanics get slaughtered by mind
numbingly sadistic track design with nine million ways to send you flying to your death and another dozen to kick you in your
shins for taking safer race lines.

I laud the dev's for their 'git gud' approach to handling game difficulty. Never change who you are. As for me, it looks like I'm
not cut out for the SRRL.

If you haven't already, buy the game - it's worth every penny. This DLC? pretty graphics, neat new carts, aneurysm inducing
tracks. Great for those who like more than just a challenge.. I can't leave without the answer. Literally.. Don't use hint !!! Don't
use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use
hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint
!!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!!
Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!!
Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!!
Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!!
Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!!
Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!!
Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!! Don't use hint !!!

It's great game.. Stay away. Compared to titles like Renegade Ops this game looks like a waste of time. Shallow, repetitive and
boring gameplay, where you just drive around in very small piece of land and fight boring, worthless and sometimes barely
functional enemies.. Believe me, you would rather sell your virginity to a homeless guy, and they don't even have money!
Best game 10/10. Feel like most of the negative reviews no longer hold up today as the dev has updated the game so that it is
now playable with great amount of depth, active and willing to listen to feedback thisi s what we need on stream.. If only it was
this simple.
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still , quite enjoyable.
. Good. Clumsy. Nice animations. Interesting theme. A few annoyances.

Recommended - but only when on sale.
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